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Home Before Dark Susan Wiggs
Nina Romano, finally free to pursue her own adventures after raising her daughter, falls for innkeeper Greg Bellamy, a single
father with two children of his own.
In this reader-favorite tale, #1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs captures the heartache of long-held regrets as one
young woman comes to terms with her past…and reveals devastating secrets. As an irresponsible young mother, Jessie Ryder
knew she’d never be able to give her newborn the stable family that her older sister could, and the security her child deserved. So
Luz and her husband adopted little Lila and told her Jessie was but a distant aunt. Sixteen years later, having traveled the world
with the winds of remorse at her back, Jessie is suspending her photojournalism career to return home—even if it means throwing
her sister’s world into turmoil. Where life once seemed filled with boundless opportunity, Jessie is now on a journey to redeem her
careless past, bringing with her a terrible burden. Jessie’s arrival is destined to expose the secrets and lies that barely held her
daughter’s adoptive family together to begin with, yet the truth can do so much more than just hurt. It can bring you home to a new
kind of honesty, shedding its light into the deepest corners of the heart. Originally published in 2003. Includes an exclusive excerpt
from BETWEEN YOU AND ME by Susan Wiggs, coming soon from William Morrow!
www.SusanWiggs.com #1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs sweeps readers away to the misty coast of Ireland in
an irresistible tale of falling in love with the enemy… John Wesley Hawkins was condemned to hang, accused of treason and
heresy. As he's transported to the scaffold at Tyburn, however, the Lord Protector steps in and offers him the hand of mercy—if
Wesley agrees to travel to Ireland on a dangerous mission into the heart of the Irish resistance against English rule. He'll have to
seduce the rebels' secrets from a headstrong Irishwoman, but that shouldn't be a problem for a man of Wesley's reputation….
Caitlin MacBride is mistress of the beleaguered Irish castle Clonmuir, and she makes no secret of her loyalty to her countrymen.
She's determined to remain strong for her people, but a wish for true love one evening at sunset yields the one thing that may
sway her resolve. When Wesley walks out of the mist that fateful night, Caitlin's faith in the magic of Ireland is briefly restored—until
she discovers he's one of the treacherous Englishmen she has spent her life fighting against.
From bestselling, award-winning novelist Susan Wiggs comes this classic tale of danger and romance. Winner of the RITA®
Award, the highest honor from Romance Writers of America, it is an enthralling, unforgettable tale of the dark allure of passion and
the enduring power of love. Under cover of night. . . Sandro Cavalli, Lord of the Night, is legendary for bringing criminals to justice.
But in the city's shadowy alleyways, a new, deadly plot is afoot—a sinister threat that even Sandro needs help to uncover. He
enlists the aid of an alluring, sensuous beauty, Laura Bandello. But Laura's innocent loveliness may hide a dark secret, and
Sandro vows to keep his distance. Yet the deeper he delves into the underworld, the harder he falls for Laura. Pursued by
unspeakable danger, Sandro risks his honor, his reputation, and even his heart—all for the love of a mysterious beauty he can't
quite trust.
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From #1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs. A successful single mom returns home to Montana to save her
estranged father-not knowing it may be her last chance to repair her strained relationship with her own teenage son and rediscover
a love she thought long lost. Michelle Turner thought she lost everything at seventeen. Her father, a Hollywood legend, had finally
summoned her to his Montana ranch. But when he learned of her affair with Sam McPhee, a hired hand, he had Sam fired and
destroyed his family. Michelle, pregnant and alone, fled to Seattle. Now a successful advertising exec, Michelle is safe-safe from
love, safe from hurt. But her son is lost to her, a troubled teen on the verge of self-destruction, a boy who blames her for the
absence of his father and grandfather. And then her father calls to tell her he is dying. He has only one chance to live-if she will
donate a kidney to save him. For her sick father, she must bridge the gulf that distance and time have widened. For her son, she
must find the miracle that will pull him away from the abyss that threatens his future. And for Sam, the man who left her years ago,
she must face all the secrets of the past and find a way to heal the scars and love again. A touching story of love, redemption, and
second chances for every woman who has ever loved... and never forgotten.
Escape to the tranquil shores of Willow Lake with #1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs in this collection of
unforgettable tales from her beloved Lakeshore Chronicles series. SNOWFALL AT WILLOW LAKE Sophie Bellamy has dedicated
her life to helping people in war-torn countries. But after narrowly escaping a hostage situation, she yearns to return home to
Avalon. There, Sophie discovers the surprising rewards of small-town life—including an unexpected passion for Noah Shepherd,
the local veterinarian. FIRESIDE Baseball hopeful Bo Crutcher is about to get his shot at the majors. But when life throws him a
curveball in the form of AJ, the son he's never met, Bo and his newly hired publicist Kimberly van Dorn begin to realize that they
both have a lot to learn about the game of life…and putting love first. LAKESHORE CHRISTMAS Maureen Davenport is finally
getting her shot to direct Avalon's annual holiday pageant, but her storybook notion of Christmas is disrupted when Eddie Haven is
assigned to assist her. As they spar over every detail of the pageant, their passion for the perfect performance begins to blossom
into something more.
In this reader-favorite tale, #1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs writes with heartwarming delicacy about life’s
unexpected turns, and how family and love can help you find your way home. Lily Robinson and Sean McGuire have nothing in
common. She guards her independent lifestyle with a ferocity that hides a fear of love and the pain it can bring. He’s always been
a rolling stone, making his own way. But with the sudden deaths of a couple close to them both, the two become joined in grief and
a knowledge that they must step up and care for the three orphaned children. With little more than hope and dedication, these five
embark on a cross-country road trip filled with the ups and downs, the joys and frustrations that make up a family. Along the way,
Lily and Sean and these troubled children will discover that even when you’ve lost everything, love still remains. Originally
published in 2005. Includes an exclusive excerpt from BETWEEN YOU AND ME by Susan Wiggs, coming soon from William
Morrow!
Defying her wealthy father's attempts to arrange her society marriage, Deborah Sinclair is taken hostage after the family mansion
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is burned down and begins a battle of wits with her captor. Original. Tour.
Sarah Moon tackles life's issues with a sharp wit in her syndicated comic strip, Just Breathe. With both Sarah and her cartoon
heroine undergoing fertility treatments, her fiction often reflects her reality. However, she hadn't scripted her husband's infidelity. In
the wake of her shattered marriage, Sarah flees to the coastal town in California where she grew up. There, she revisits her
troubling past: an emotionally distant father, the loss of her mother and an unexpected connection with Will Bonner, the high
school heartthrob skewered mercilessly in her comics. But he's been through some changes himself. And just as her heart is about
to reawaken, Sarah makes a most startling discovery. She's pregnant. With her ex's twins. The winds of change have led Sarah to
this surprising new beginning. All she can do is just close her eyes and breathe.
*
Rediscover the pleasures of love and laughter, food and wine, friendship and romance with #1 New York Times bestselling author,
Susan Wiggs! SUMMER BY THE SEA With a little determination and a lot of charm, Rosa Capoletti took a run-down pizza joint
and turned it into an award-winning restaurant, voted the “best place to propose” three years in a row. For Rosa, though, there
has been no real romance since her teenaged love affair with Alexander Montgomery ended without explanation a decade ago.
But guess who’s just come back to town? Reunited at the beach house where they first fell in love, Rosa and Alexander discover
that the secrets of the past are not what they seem. Now, Rosa searches for happiness with the man who once broke her
heart—and learns that in love, as in life, there are second chances. Titles originally published in 2004.
Love and family. War and secrets. Betrayal and redemption. #1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs returns with a
deeply emotional and atmospheric story that spans oceans and decades, from the present-day Delaware shore to the battlefields
of WWII France. Widowed by an unspeakable tragedy, Camille Palmer has made her peace with the past and settled into the quiet
safety of life with her teenage daughter Julie in a sleepy coastal town. Then the arrival of a mysterious package breaks open the
door to her family’s secret past. In uncovering a hidden history, Camille has no idea that she’s embarking on an adventure that
will utterly transform her. Camille, Julie, and Camille’s father return to the French town of his youth, sparking unexpected
memories — recollections that will lead them back to the dark days of the Second World War. And it is in the stunning Provençal
countryside that they will uncover their family’s surprising history. While Provence offers answers about the past, it also holds the
key to Camille’s future. Along the way, she meets a former naval officer who stirs a passion deep within her — a feeling that she
thought she’d never experience again. “Susan Wiggs seamlessly melds historical drama with contemporary romance,” raves
Mary Kay Andrews. Now, this hugely popular author has created her biggest, most powerful story yet — a beautiful and heartfelt
novel that celebrates the bonds of family and pays homage to the sacrifices of the past.
When she returns home to her family's lakeside cottage, Kate discovers that a teenager has moved in without permission, and she
becomes involved in the girl's situation while dealing with a neighbor with a dangerous secret.
Texas frontier detective Shiloh Mulvane captures rugged outlaw Justin McCord, who unbeknownst to Shiloh is a spy on a mission
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to save the fate of Texas from a corrupt politician, to impress her employer, but the tables turn when Justin holds her hostage,
forcing her into a marriage of convenience. Original.
Set to inherit half of Bella Vista apple orchard along with a half-sister she's never met, Tess Delaney discovers a world filled with
the simple pleasures of food and family.
Book 2 of the Calhoun Chronicles by #1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs. Virginia, 1854 Once a privileged son of
the South, Hunter Calhoun now stands a widower shadowed by the scandal of his wife's death. Burying himself in his success with
breeding Thoroughbred racehorses, he's left his family to crumble and forgotten how to comfort his grieving children. When a
prized stallion arrives from Ireland crazed and unridable, Hunter is forced to seek help for the beast. Removed from the world of
wealth and social privilege, Eliza Fylte has inherited her father's famed gift for gentling horses. And when Hunter arrives with his
wild steed, her healing spirit reaches further yet, drawing her to his shattered family and to the intense, bitter man who needs her,
just as she needs him. Eliza understands what Hunter refuses to see…that love is the greatest healer of all. But can her kind,
humble being manage to teach such an untethered man what truly matters in life? A historical romance.
The New York Times bestselling author of The Lost and Found Bookstore returns to Perdita Street with a can't-miss tale of
friendship, hardship, redemption, and love between a San Francisco baker and a barbecue master from Texas. Jerome "Sugar"
Barnes learned the art of baking in his grandma's bakery, also called Sugar, on historic Perdita Street in San Francisco. He
supplies baked goods to the Lost and Found Bookshop across the street. When the restaurant that shares his commercial kitchen
loses its longtime tenant, a newcomer moves in: Margot Salton, a barbecue master from Texas. Margot isn't exactly on the run, but
she needs a fresh start. She's taken care of herself her whole life, pulling herself up by her fingernails to recover from trauma, and
her dream has been to open a restaurant somewhere far, far from Texas. The shared kitchen with Jerome Sugar's bakery is the
perfect setup: a state-of-the-art kitchen and a vibrant neighborhood popular with tourists and locals. Margot instantly takes to
Jerome's grandmother, the lively, opinionated Ida, and the older woman proves to be a good mentor. Margot thinks Jerome is
gorgeous, and despite their different backgrounds their attraction is powerful--even though Jerome worries that Margot will simply
move on from him once she's found some peace and stability. But just as she starts to relax into a happy new future, Margot's past
in Texas comes back to haunt her...
New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs sweeps readers away to Spruce Island with a beloved summer romance. Off the
coast of Washington lies Spruce Island, home to Rainshadow Lodge, the perfect summer retreat. Neither Mitch Rutherford or
Rosie Galvez expect to find romance during their month-long visit to the rambling Victorian getaway. Mitch, an architect, is a
workaholic on a deadline, while Rosie's determined to relax and enjoy the scenery while preparing an environmental report. But
despite—or perhaps because?—of their differences, they find themselves drawn to each other, and their lives are irrevocably
changed by their stay at the lodge. Originally published in 1998 in That Summer Place anthology.
The Lost Springs Ranch for troubled boys is at stake, and it's a man's duty to give back… Bachelor #1 Name: Rob Carter, 36 Occupation:
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Pathologist, Denver Biggest Achievement: Putting himself through med school on a basketball scholarship It's so humiliating! Beautician
Twyla McCabe's well-meaning customers won her a bachelor at the Lost Springs Auction to raise money to save the beloved ranch for
troubled boys. She'd find a way to wriggle out of the charitable date, except… It might fool everyone at her dreaded high-school reunion if she
arrived with Dr. Rob Carter. Her gorgeous fiancé.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs sweeps readers away to the past in this classic tale of buried secrets and second
chances. Jesse Morgan is a man hiding from the pain of his past, a man who has vowed never to give his heart again. Keeper of a remote
lighthouse along a rocky and dangerous coast, he has locked himself away from everything but his bitter memories. Now, the sea has given
him a second chance. A beautiful stranger washes ashore, the sole survivor of a shipwreck. Penniless and pregnant, Mary Dare is a woman
who carries painful memories of her own. With laughter, hope and joy, Mary and her child bring light into the dark corners of Jesse’s world.
But when their friendship turns to passion and passion becomes love, secrets from the past threaten to take it all away. Originally published in
1997.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs Christmas at Willow Lake is full of festive cheer—except when one Scrooge is
determined to ruin the magic… Maureen Davenport finally gets to direct Avalon's annual holiday pageant, and she's determined to make it
truly spectacular. But then she’s forced to work with former child star Eddie Haven. Though Eddie can't stand Christmas, a judge's court
order has landed him right in the middle of the merrymaking. He and Maureen spar over every detail of the pageant, from casting troubled
kids to Eddie's original—and distinctly untraditional—music. Though Maureen thinks Eddie is sabotaging the performance to spite her, with a
little Christmas magic, she may just turn this Scrooge around—maybe fall in love along the way. Previously published. Read the Lakeshore
Chronicles Series by Susan Wiggs: Book One: Summer at Willow Lake Book Two: The Winter Lodge Book Three: Dockside Book Four:
Snowfall at Willow Lake Book Five: Fireside Book Six: Lakeshore Christmas Book Seven: The Summer Hideaway Book Eight: Marrying Daisy
Bellamy Book Nine: Return to Willow Lake Book Ten: Candlelight Christmas Book Eleven: Starlight on Willow Lake
"A wonderful exploration of the past and the future and, most importantly, of what it means to be present in the here and now. Full of the love
of words, the love of family, and the love of falling in love, The Lost and Found Bookshop is a big-hearted gem of a novel that will satisfy and
entertain readers from all walks of life. Lovely!"--Garth Stein, New York Times bestselling author of The Art of Racing In The Rain In this
thought-provoking, wise and emotionally rich novel, New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs explores the meaning of happiness,
trust, and faith in oneself as she asks the question, "If you had to start over, what would you do and who would you be?" There is a book for
everything . . . Somewhere in the vast Library of the Universe, as Natalie thought of it, there was a book that embodied exactly the things she
was worrying about. In the wake of a shocking tragedy, Natalie Harper inherits her mother's charming but financially strapped bookshop in
San Francisco. She also becomes caretaker for her ailing grandfather Andrew, her only living relative--not counting her scoundrel father. But
the gruff, deeply kind Andrew has begun displaying signs of decline. Natalie thinks it's best to move him to an assisted living facility to ensure
the care he needs. To pay for it, she plans to close the bookstore and sell the derelict but valuable building on historic Perdita Street, which is
in need of constant fixing. There's only one problem-Grandpa Andrew owns the building and refuses to sell. Natalie adores her grandfather;
she'll do whatever it takes to make his final years happy. Besides, she loves the store and its books provide welcome solace for her
overwhelming grief. After she moves into the small studio apartment above the shop, Natalie carries out her grandfather's request and hires
contractor Peach Gallagher to do the necessary and ongoing repairs. His young daughter, Dorothy, also becomes a regular at the store, and
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she and Natalie begin reading together while Peach works. To Natalie's surprise, her sorrow begins to dissipate as her life becomes an
unexpected journey of new connections, discoveries and revelations, from unearthing artifacts hidden in the bookshop's walls, to discovering
the truth about her family, her future, and her own heart.
In this tale about the delicate ties that bind a family together and the secrets that tear them apart, a widowed caregiver for quadriplegic Alice
Bellamy inspires hope and healing for the Bellamy family.
Feisty orphan Pippa de Lacey lives by wit and skill as a London street performer. But when her sharp tongue gets her into serious trouble,
she throws herself upon the mercy of Irish chieftain Aidan O'Donoghue. Pippa provides a welcome diversion for Aidan as he awaits an
audience with the queen, who holds his people's fate in her hands. Amused at first, he becomes obsessed with the audacious waif who
claims his patronage. Rash and impetuous, their unlikely alliance reverberates with desire and the tantalizing promise of a life each has
always wanted—but never dreamed of attaining.
THE GOODBYE QUILT: Linda Davis' local fabric shop is a place where women gather to share their creations - quilts commemorating
important events in their lives. And each is bound tight with dreams and hopes. Now, as her only child prepares for college, Linda is torn
between excitement and heartache. Who will she be when she's no longer needed as a mother? Linda and her daughter decide to share one
last adventure together - a cross-country road trip. As they wind their way through the heart of the country, Linda discovers that the memories
of a shared journey can come together in a way that will keep them both warm in the years to come. HOME BEFORE DARK: As an
irresponsible young mother, Jessie Ryder knew she'd never be able to give her newborn the stable family that her older sister could. So Luz
and her husband adopted Lila and Jessie became a distant aunt. Sixteen years later, having travelled the world burdened by remorse, Jessie
is suspending her photojournalism career to return home - even if it means throwing her sister's world into turmoil. Yet the truth can do so
much more than just hurt. It can bring you home to a new kind of honesty, shedding its light into the deepest corners of the heart.
Claire, hiding from a dangerous past, finds solace in working as a private nurse for the elderly George Bellamy, but when George's grandson,
Ross, returns home from war, Claire struggles against the attraction she feels for him.
Beautiful, charming and respected as the wife of an ambitious senator, Helena Cabot Barnes is the leading lady of Saratoga Springs. But
beneath the facade lies a terrible deception. Helena married for all the wrong reasons—and discovered too late that her husband is a
dangerous man. Fearing for her safety, she ends her marriage and flees to legendary Moon Lake Lodge, where she creates a refuge for
other women in need of a safe haven. And there she finds the courage within to become the woman she was meant to be. But Helena can't
outrun her past. In desperation, she turns to Michael Rowan, a man she once loved, a man who broke her heart. A brilliant inventor, Michael
is still ruggedly handsome, still defiantly unconventional. For Helena, the road to trusting Michael again is long and hard. And danger lies
ahead. But Michael has just discovered a shattering truth…and a reason to stay and fight for the woman he once lost. With a deft hand and a
unique voice, acclaimed author Susan Wiggs creates an enchanting story that will take your breath away as it reaffirms the power of love and
the magic of forgiveness.
Return to the sea with this emotion-filled novel about what lies beneath the surface of relationships by #1 New York Times bestselling author,
Susan Wiggs! THE OCEAN BETWEEN US After years of following her navy officer husband on assignment around the world, Grace Bennett
realizes that she’s left something behind—herself. Her husband, Steve, can’t understand the unraveling of his wife’s heart and is determined
to set things right. Their already-strained relationship is pushed to the edge when old secrets are revealed. Now, with plenty of space to
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ponder the true distance between them, Grace begins to reinvent herself. But, just as her new self is coming to terms with her family life, the
unthinkable happens: a disaster aboard Steve’s ship. A navy wife’s worst nightmare collides with the cold truth that life’s biggest chances
can slip away while you’re busy looking for guarantees. Titles originally published in 2004.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs delivers a riveting story that challenges our deepest-held beliefs... Caught between two
worlds, Caleb Stoltz is bound by a deathbed promise to raise his orphaned niece and nephew in Middle Grove, where life revolves around
family, farm, faith—and long-held suspicions about outsiders. When disaster strikes, Caleb is thrust into an urban environment of high-tech
medicine and the relentless rush of modern life. Dr. Reese Powell is poised to join the medical dynasty of her wealthy, successful parents.
Bold, assertive, and quick-thinking, she lives for the addictive rush of saving lives. When a shocking accident brings Caleb Stoltz into her life,
Reese is forced to deal with a situation that challenges everything she thinks she knows—and ultimately emboldens her to question her most
powerful beliefs. Then one impulsive act brings about a clash of cultures in a tug-of-war that plays out in a courtroom, challenging the very
nature of justice and reverberating through generations, straining the fragile threads of faith and family.
Five best-selling authors present original short stories inspired by the real-life heroines who, due to their commitment to helping others, from
starting a sports league for special-needs kids, to creating a relaxing haven for cancer survivors, have won Harlequin's More Than Words
award. Original.
While transforming Bella Vista, her childhood home, into a destination cooking school, chef Isabel Johansen finds her plans interrupted by
war-torn journalist Cormac O'Neill who has arrived to dig up old history.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs brings readers home to Avalon, a town nestled on the shores of Willow Lake, in a
heartbreaking and uplifting novel that explores the bonds of family and the perils and rewards of love. Sonnet Romano has the ideal career,
the ideal boyfriend, and has just been offered a prestigious fellowship. But when she learns her mother is unexpectedly expecting in a highrisk pregnancy, she puts everything on hold and heads home to Avalon. Once her mom is out of danger, Sonnet intends to pick up her life
where she left off.But when her mother receives a devastating diagnosis, Sonnet must decide what really matters in life, even if that means
staying in Avalon and taking a job that forces her to work alongside her biggest, and maybe her sweetest, mistake—award-winning filmmaker
Zach Alger. And in a summer of laughter and tears, of old dreams and new possibilities, Sonnet may find the home of her heart. Don’t miss a
novel of sisters, friendship and the lush surroundings of Sonoma County... Susan Wiggs’ The Apple Orchard. New York Times bestselling
author Elin Hilderbrand calls it, “…sweet, crisp and juicy.”
#1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs returns to sun-drenched Bella Vista, where the land's bounty yields a rich harvest…and
family secrets that have long been buried Isabel Johansen, a celebrated chef who grew up in the enchanting Sonoma town of Archangel, is
transforming her childhood home into a destination cooking school—a unique place for other dreamers to come and learn the culinary arts.
Bella Vista's rambling mission-style hacienda, with its working apple orchards, bountiful gardens and beehives, is the idyllic venue for Isabel's
project…and the perfect place for her to forget the past. But Isabel's carefully ordered plans begin to go awry when swaggering, war-torn
journalist Cormac O'Neill arrives to dig up old history. He's always been better at exposing the lives of others than showing his own closely
guarded heart, but the pleasures of small-town life and the searing sensuality of Isabel's kitchen coax him into revealing a few truths of his
own.
'Love, loss, passion and everything in between... I love Susan Wiggs' novels so much.' JENNY COLGAN
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From #1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs Visiting Willow Lake is a life-changing experience — tune in for an irresistible tale of
new dreams and finding love where you least expect it. Baseball hopeful Bo Crutcher is about to get his shot at the majors. That is, until life
throws him a curveball. When AJ, the son he’s never met, lands on his doorstep, Bo’s life becomes forever changed. He quickly learns that
he’ll need all the help he can get. When Kimberly van Dorn was hired to smooth Bo’s rough exterior for the media, she expected the kind of
shallow pro athlete she’s used to handling. But Bo is willing to sacrifice everything for his vulnerable son. Over a breathtaking winter on
frozen Willow Lake, she realizes she still has much to learn about putting love first. Previously published. Read the Lakeshore Chronicles
Series by Susan Wiggs: Book One: Summer at Willow Lake Book Two: The Winter Lodge Book Three: Dockside Book Four: Snowfall at
Willow Lake Book Five: Fireside Book Six: Lakeshore Christmas Book Seven: The Summer Hideaway Book Eight: Marrying Daisy Bellamy
Book Nine: Return to Willow Lake Book Ten: Candlelight Christmas Book Eleven: Starlight on Willow Lake
Linda Davis's local fabric shop is a place where women gather to share their creations: quilts commemorating important events in their lives.
Wedding quilts, baby quilts, memorial quilts—each is bound tight with dreams, hopes and yearnings. Now, as her only child readies for
college, Linda is torn between excitement for Molly and heartache for herself. Who will she be when she is no longer needed in her role as
mom? What will become of her days? Of her marriage? Mother and daughter decide to share one last adventure together—a cross-country
road trip to move Molly into her dorm. As they wend their way through the heart of the country, Linda stitches together the scraps that make
up Molly's young life. And in the quilting of each bit of fabric—the hem of a christening gown, a snippet from a Halloween costume—Linda
discovers that the memories of a shared journey can come together in a way that will keep them both warm in the years to come….

From three best-selling authors comes an enchanting tale of three couples who prove that opposites do attract as they
find love and passion under the roof of a Victorian summerhouse called Rainbow Lodge. Original.
In Susan Wigg's Cinderfella, a reporter must find a way to convince his beautiful boss to help a Brooklyn youth shelter
stay open, and in Kate Hoffman's Lady of the Night, a young woman, who has just inherited a bordello, must go up
against a man who claims the house is his. Reprint.
Bestselling author Susan Wiggs literally wrote the book on happily-ever-after love. But orchestrating her daughter
Elizabeth's real-world wedding turned into a different story altogether, and one that takes two to tell—the mother and the
bride. Here is the all-too-true tale of a mother and daughter collaborating on life's ultimate celebration—a dream wedding.
Often poignant, sometimes irreverent and always hilarious, this charming book is also packed with useful advice from
both ends of the cupcake-tasting table. Join mother and daughter as they wade through the trenches of flowers and
favors, grueling gown decisions…and the cold, cruel realities of a budget. With luck, love and loads of patience, they come
out on the other side, bloodied but unbowed, replete with life lessons—and closer than ever before.
When cartoonist Sarah Moon is faced with her cancer survivor husband's infidelity, she returns home to California, where
she discovers that unexpected change and an old flame can be like a breath of fresh air for both her body and soul.
Home Before DarkMIRA
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